
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

And _________________________ it?1. (why/you/not/see/?)why should you not see

There is no reason why you _______________.2. (knock)should knock

No good reasons can be given why the presence of a cat
____________________ itself to certain organizations, at a distance, through
the walls of a box in which the animal is shut up.

3.

(not/betray)
should not betray

Its instalments cannot begin until those of the former loan are
accomplished; and they ___________________ later, nor be less than
thirteen thousand dollars a year.

4.

(not/begin)
should not begin

I think I ________________ London to Paris.5. (prefer)should prefer

It is better that I __________________ to see you.6. (not/come)should not come

It is imperative that it _______________.7. (cease)should cease

He knows that he _________________ with his knife.8. (not/eat)should not eat

The trade ____________ free to both parties.9. (be)should be

And if, now knowing this great love of mine, you ________________
pleased to favour me more than heretofore, at least do not deprive me of life,
which for me consists wholly in the delight of seeing you as usual.

10.

(not/be)

should not be

I can't see why you ___________________ it.11. (encourage)should encourage

He _______________, Sherman knew.12. (not/be)shouldn't be

You _________________ every movement of the boats with the utmost
care.
13.

(observe)
should observe

I _________________ to be the cause of her disappointment.14. (not/like)shouldn't like

It is just what I _______________________.15. (past/suppose)should have supposed
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He tried to get back into the house again, so that the magician
__________________ him, but when he felt for the door-knob there was no
door there anywhere; nothing but a smooth wall.

16.

(not/find)
should not find

These considerations ___________________ against the welfare of the
trees.
17.

(not/weigh)
should not weigh

I ______________ to take this down.18. (like)should like

I didn't know I ______________ it so much.19. (like)should like

We ____________________ to see them spend their sympathy in idyls,
however beautiful.
20.

(not/expect)
should not expect
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